
Limit osilasyonlu hidrolik servo pozisyonlama sistemleri 
üzerine bazı teorik düşünceler

Some theoretical remorks on limit-cycling hydraulic 
positional servo systems

Doç. Dr. Aybars ÇAKIR ’’

Tasvir fonksiyonu analiz metodunun kullanılması ile hidrolik, lineer 
olmayan, pozisyonlama servo mekanizmalarının, hareketsiz ve sonlu gi
riş hız miktarlarında, dinamik karakteristikleri üzerine kızak yolların
da mevcut kuru (Coulomb) sürtünme ve sıfır boşluk nonlineeritelerinin 
tesirlerinin gösterilmesi.

Representation of the influences of the dry (Coulomb) friction (ex- 
isting on the guideways) .and the zero-lap nonlinearities on the dyna- 
mic characteristics (involving limit cycling about stand- stili and finite 
input velocity rates) of the hydraulic non-linear positioning servomec- 
hanisms by using describing function analysing method.

]. Introdııction

The servomechanism considered is an integral positional hydraulic 
servo system, that is, in practice, a hydrocopying device, comprising a 
zero - lap valve.

The limit cycling behaviour of the system has been analysed not 
only at the state of absolute rest, but also at the oscillatory State
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about rest and at finite medium input - output velocities, when non - 
linear Coulomb dry friction at the guidevvays is essential.

Guidevvay dry friction is one of the most important non - linearities 
of such a system with non - linear valve characteristics ; the friction has 
been considered as a püre Coulomb friction.

The quasi - linear analysis of the hydraulic servomechanism with 
non - linear characteristics, has been carried out using dual - input descri- 
bing functions methods applied to the non - linear elements to replace 
the system non - linearities by their quasi - linear approximators.

Only the elasticity of the oil columns in the actuator and the iner- 
tia of the movable parts of the system have been allovved for in the 
analysis.

The results are here presented.

2. System tlıeoretical analysis
The hydraulic servomechanism, which is here analysed, can be pre

sented by the functional block diagram of Fig. 1. It should be noted that 
a positive displacement in x, the input, results in positive displacement 
of y, the output, ie. in the same direction.

The eauations for the different links of the system are as folknvs.

The flow tovvard the hydraulic motor is a function of the valve aper- 
ture and the load differential pressure :

(D

vvhere s = x y ; p, supply pressure ; Vk velocity gain.

For the values of s>0 and s<0 equation (1) can be revvriten as :

Q = V*
A 2 4p, E (2)

The output position of the hydraulic motor can be expressed in terms 
of the flow tovvard the hydraulic motor and the load differential pres
sure :
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Q k, 
y=A.S~ A Pl (3)

where k, hydraulic compressibility number ; A actuator piston effective 
area.

Allovving for the dry friction of the guideways and the hydraulic 
motor being loaded only by inertial mass, and given the large inertia of 
the load, during self - oscillations, the output link will not stop when 
x=0.

The equation of the forces acting on the piston of the hydraulic mo
tor is :

Ap, = mys2 + FF sign ys

where m inertia mass ; FF Coulomb friction force magnitude.

The characteristic quasi - linear equation of the loaded hydraulic 
servomechanism can be obtained according to equations (2), (3) and 
(4) by using DIDF representation of the | e | and Coulomb friction non- 
linearities :

V, kt Vlm ■- xm(x,a) + Al 2V(a,w,vo)] s2 + s+ =0 (5) ’Pj A A Z
fc, 3 , 

m s3 +A

where

xm (x,a) = x<a

xm (x,a) = x x>a

that is mean output of the optimum quasi - linear approximator. (DIDF 
signal for the | s | nonlinearity)

And

N(a, w, v0) = 4 FF ./! /JEo V 
it w a V l wa /

DIDF for the Coulomb friction nonlinearity ; a, limit cycle amplitude ; 
vu, input velocity ; w , hydraulic natural frequency.

The limit cycling amplitudes are given by the following equations :
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xm(a:.a) + 16 kt p5 FF 
itki mua

vo Y -o

2v0

Vk— FF(a,u, vo) zp, A

(6)

(7)

1_ v ^FF . , / V.where FFıa, w,v„ =------ sın 1

(1) Iterative root finder for user - defined function, file 28, 29. HP General utility 
routines part No. 09825 - 10001.

। 1t wtı
friction and k2=-V kA.

DIDF signal for the Coulomb

Assuming that the valve apertures 
locities (relatively low friction forces),

are only related with input ve- 
one can writes

2v„ 
Vkx = (7a)

The numerical solution of the equations (6) and (7a) together is 
carried out on HP 9825A calculator by the means of HP General utility 
routines library " and the results presented in Fig. 2 are plotted on HP 
9862A plotter.

Various amplitude of limit cycles are exist and the amplitudes of li
mit cycles r«ach mazimum values when the input velocities are zero for 
a given Coulomb friction value.

By applying limit cycle stability criterion it can be shown that only 
the upper limit cyling amplitude curve presents stable periodic Solutions.

Limit cycling amplitudes are getting smaller with increasing input 
velocities (valve apertures) and, when the velocity reaches to a certain 
value, for a given Coulomb friction force magnitude, limit cycle oscilla- 
tions are dying and the system becomes stable.

For the greater Coulomb friction forces this closed limit cycling 
area is becoming smaller as the upper limit cycling amplitudes are dec- 
reasing.

3. Conclusions

It may be concluded that Coulomb friction and the input velocities 
(apertures) increase the stability of the system. The stabilising effect 
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of the Coulomb friction on the system becomes more effective with inc- 
reasing Coulomb friction force magnitude and the input velocities (aper- 
tures).

Although in many applications where the relatively small amplitu- 
de values for limit cycles are acceptable they can be eliminated also by 
takingunderlap, leakage, viscous friction ete. into account which produce 
damping on limit cycles.
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